
Low noise

Superbly balances 
noise, performance  
and energy

Dry Time Range 20 – 25 Seconds

Rated Power 1 kW

Cost per 1000 dries 73p

Finishes and Codes White 
(DF05M2W) 
Polished Chrome 
(DF05M2PC)

IP rating IP23

Dimensions Height 350mm
Width 258mm
Depth 100mm

Specification

RECOMMENDED TRAFFIC: 
>500 uses a day
GUARANTEE PERIOD: 

5 years
Dryflow

Elite
MK II

User drying perception: satisfies all expectations

One of the quietest high performing hand dryers -  
Quiet Mark approved

Has one of the longest motor lifespans in the world

4.5 x more energy efficient than a conventional hand dryer

Beautiful and modern looking, will complement any decoration

Very slim profile, ideal for when space is tight

UK designed and built, very vandal resistant



Perfectly complements 
any washroom  
decoration

If your washroom is modern and 
sophisticated, the last thing you want 
is a hand dryer to let it all down. 
This hand dryer complements the 
most luxurious of bathrooms with its 
attractive design and profile.

Improved energy  
efficiency

Quiet hand dryers that rely on a 
heater element rather than the speed 
of the motor to dry, can be very 
energy hungry. This isn’t good for the 
environment or your energy bills. The 
Dryflow Elite MKII is an exception to 
this and can produce a great drying 
experience at just 1kW rated power.

A motor life that  
exceeds most others

When you buy a hand dryer you want 
it to last. Most quality high traffic hand 
dryers have a motor life of 3000 – 
4000 hours and give years of service. 
This has a motor life of 17,000 hours! 
Whatever your traffic level, this motor 
will keep running for years beyond 
most others on the market.

Quiet yet good  
performing

Some locations require low noise 
products. One reason is loud noises 
can scare children and vulnerable 
adults. Another is that the noise from 
one area of a building into another 
can be distracting. This Quiet Mark 
approved hand dryer is one of the 
quietest in its class that can still 
produce dry times that leaves no 
user disappointed.

Ultra slim profile The amount of space available in 
a washroom can restrict product 
choices. At just 100mm depth it takes 
up hardly any space. This reduces the 
chances of bumping into it, or other 
people, in confined spaces. It also 
looks great as it doesn’t protrude too 
far from the wall. The sloped nature 
of the cover minimises the chances of 
someone leaving objects on top of it.

Made to the highest 
standards

This UK designed and built hand dyer 
is one of the most robust available. 
With both the cover and back plate 
being made of high-grade stainless 
steel, secured by anti-vandal screws, 
they are suitable for unforgiving 
environments.

Benefits

Annual cost and carbon production  
(Kg/CO2) for an office of 20 people*

Paper  
towels

Conventional 
hand dryer

Dryflow  
Elite MK II

527

351

77
£17.16

£78

£351

To learn more, call us on  
0114 354 0047, email sales@ihdryers.co.uk  
or visit intelligenthanddryers.com 

*FIGURES BASED ON: 
20 people in an office location visiting the bathroom 4.5 times a day, 260 times a year / Conventional hand dryer rated at 2.5kW with 40 second dry time / 
Hand dryer at most energy efficient setting if applicable / Hand dryer cost at 12p per kW/h / 3 paper towels taken per bathroom visit at 0.5p a paper towel / 
Hand dryer carbon production using Carbon Trust standard of 1kW/h = 0.54 Kg/CO2 / Paper towel carbon production using 22.5gms/CO2 per dry (3 paper 
towels) / The above is an example for illustrative purposes only, actual figures of your location may vary
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